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What is EMBL-European Bioinformatics Institute?

- International, non-profit research institute
- Part of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory
- Europe’s hub for biological data services and research
- 580 members of staff from >50 nations.
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To contribute to the advancement of biology through investigator-driven research in bioinformatics
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Making sense of incongruent trees from different loci


OUR MISSION

To provide freely available data and bioinformatics services to all facets of the scientific community in ways that promote scientific progress
Infrastructures are critical…

Types of data

- Genomes
- Nucleotide sequence
- Gene expression
- Protein families, domains and motifs
- Protein-protein interactions
- Pathways
- Literature
- Protein sequence
- Proteomes
- Protein structure
- Chemical entities
- Systems
- Literature
You are here

Tree of Life

DNA

4 Å = 0.4 nm = 0.4 x 10^-9 m

Nucleobases
Base pair
Helix of sugar-phosphates

Cytosine
Guanine
Adenine
Thymine

Nucleobases of DNA
High-throughput DNA sequence readers (DNA sequencing)

High-throughput DNA sequence writers (oligo synthesis)
High-throughput DNA sequence writers (oligo synthesis)
- EBI.jp2 — 184264 bytes — JPEG 2000 format image file
  colour photograph (16.7M colours, 640 x 480 pixel resolution) of the
  European Bioinformatics Institute (authors’ own picture)

- MLK_excerpt_VBR_45-85.mp3 — 168539 bytes — MP3 format sound file
  26 second-long extract from
  Martin Luther King’s
  “I Have A Dream” speech
  (from http://www.americanrhetoric.com/
  speeches/mlkihaveadream.htm,
  modified to achieve higher
  compression: variable bit rate,
  typically 48–56kbps; sampling
  frequency 44.1kHz)
Watson and Crick’s (1953) publication describing the structure of DNA (from the Nature website, http://www.nature.com/nature/dna50/archive.html, modified to achieve higher compression and thus smaller file size)

all 154 Shakespeare sonnets (from Project Gutenberg, http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1041)
1 MB of computer files = almost invisible dust of DNA
Jarvis, Goldman et al., Music of the Spheres, www.artforeating.co.uk
1 test-tube full of DNA = 1 000 000 CD ROMs

Encoding technique scales up to and beyond global data volumes
With DNA it is easy to make many copies of your digital data.

People will always be interested in DNA.
What are the properties of our communication channel? or

What happens to our fragments of DNA?

**Synthesis:**

- deletion
- insertion
- substitution

Example DNA sequence: `CGATCGTAGACGTATACGTA`
What are the properties of our communication channel?
or
What happens to our fragments of DNA?

Synthesis:

Storage:

Sequencing:
deletion
insertion
substitution
deletion
(another kind)
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* = now moved to new positions
Your DNA will be your data.